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About This Game

Tiles is a fast-paced action puzzle game that will both convolute your mind and burn your finger tips!

It's simple, get from the green tile to the red whilst clearing the blue tiles in between. Consider your moves carefully though as
you might regret them later. Oh, and do it fast because the very ground beneath you is falling!

You can also build your own challenges using the fully featured level editor. Every level created for the game was in fact created
with the in game editor.
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This is where things get really fun, you can publish your creations and share them with the world! Every player created level has
the ability for players to upvote, favorite, and rate the difficulty of the level.

90 increasingly difficult built-in levels

Fully featured level editor

Player created levels world

Full gamepad support

Local multiplayer

Original music
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worth a try. Okay. This game. This game is terrible. This game is restrained from what it could be. I just deleted this game right
after I played it. Literally worst horror experience. The game is restrained because of ♥♥♥♥♥♥ gameplay, but also because
you can only move your mouse at ONE. SET. SPEED. Not how fast or how slow you move your mouse. You can change the
speed in the options, but that's just the speed you're gonna go. So if you set it low, you move like an autist turning his motorized
wheelchair. Too high, you're gonna be constantly adjusting your mouse to be going the right direction down the hallway.
Also, this game has multiple endings. No mercy. Go the wrong way down the hall? Jumpscare!♥♥♥♥♥♥outta luck, too. I have
a beastly desktop that has 32 gbs of ram, a 4k screen (cap at 60 fps :( ) and a 1080. The loading screens are 3 minutes long. To
get back to where you were, that's atleast 10 minutes. Is gey. 2/10 for being a functioning game. No Windowed Mode option.
Very few settings options. On top of this, when the game launched it forced my screens resolution to change, not just the games
resolution but my entire Windows 10 Laptops resolution.

I have no nostalgia for the game, never played it back in the day so I have to say it's a no from me.. Read The Full Review On 
https://www.game-junkie.com**
<<Follow the Game Junkie Curator Steam Curator >>

This is one of those new niches that i'm glad exists. It's taking the simplicity of mechanics that you would find in a mobile game
and bringing the fun and depth you would expect from a pc title. While short what's delivered is fun an does honor its Game of
Thrones theme, especially for the price.. This game is broken, unfair. and impossible to beat. Playtesting this game would show
the glaring problems with is, such as the wall run mechanic, especially in levels 1 and 9. Do not buy this.. I suppose i'd like it,
but have never been able to get this to work.. The game has potential. However, it has way too many bugs even at alpha stage.
There are lots of things to do. I will give a thumb up only to support the devs.
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This is my first review on steam, so let that tell you something about this game.

So where do I start?

I love jump and runs, I love a creative approach to game and level design and I love good music. Those are also the things I
found in this game.

At first the game seems pretty simple and straight forward. But the design is so clever, the mechanics so precise and creatively
used that the game just elevates itself far above the crowd of "normal" games. Every time you think you know what to expect
the game switches up mechanics, uses old mechanics in new ways and makes you approach a problem completely different than
in the last level you played.
Add to that a pulsing soundtrack which gives you the rhythm to solve some puzzles or conquer some of the most precise
platforming obstacles I have ever witnessed.

I love this game. I haven't even nearly 100%ed it and haven't even tried the things you unlock post game, but let me tell you: this
is a masterpiece. Absolutely worth your time and money, so stop reading and go play it now!

TLDR: Imagine Meatboy level of precise movement with the creativity on overdrive and a fistful of LSD in your system.

10/10 will definitely play again!

. I get why people don't like the length but frankly if you're super good at puzzles, then yeah, perhaps the 3 dollars will crush
someone's checking account. I'm not that great at them and so me and my friend spent an hour looking around on things and
solved it. They're medium-strength puzzles for 3 bucks a piece. Lots of detail, good sound, and perhaps it's my age, but it's
easily worth it. It's more fun with friends I believe.. Great game, feels quite a bit like portal and the turing test, only on Chapter
7, but so far would rate it below portal, but above the turing test. Very good puzzles, fun interactions, compelling story, solid
game!. Beautifully smooth and fluid graphics. Enjoyable for a quick play but just seems like I keep wishing there was a little
more. Feels like a minimalist interpretation of 'Waves' which has more variety and intensity.

Hope to see updates with additional modes or arenas.. it dont seem like a lot in a gam, but i absolutly love this game! deffinently
11 out of 10
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